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Medical Colleges with 4 four students from each academic year 1st year to 5th year. We at Star Burger plan to
deploy one mobile unit in the fourth quarter of the first fiscal year. Tourist arrivals in CY marked a  Extending
the franchise brand locally. As part of its CSR activities Orion Group has been one of the key promoters and
patron of sports in Bangladesh over the years. While our Captive Consumers market audience would include
those who are tethered to a campus environment, or in a restricted entry environment that does not give the
right to free movement. Our bank account numbers will be made available on our website and promotional
materials to clients who may want to deposit cash or make online transfer for our service. The franchiser, "The
Sub Shop Corp. Learn how to perform a SWOT analysis 5. Till date Orion has successfully raised more than
USD million from the financial markets in Bangladesh for various projects. Create a cost-benefit analysis as
well as supporting a detailed definition of data requirements and departmental workflows. Another study by
the University of Dhaka indicates  We expect this type of policy to cover expensive commercial kitchen
equipment, so we will be able to replace pieces damaged under covered circumstances. Our Mobile Restaurant
and equipment will be supplied by Guarantee Savage. We also plan to obtain liability insurance, as it covers
legal fees and any damages that may be awarded as a result of a legal action against our business from any
accidents or injuries. The internet is a powerful marketing tool we at Star Burger cannot afford to overlook.
We have taken our time to strategically design our business to access both of these markets. We at Star Burger
hired a business consultant to do this analysis for us because we believe an external firm will not compromise
the information and chances of Star Burger in the Industry. We intended to build awareness and carry out
product information insertions, reviews, etc. Identify the voids in the burger market and ascertain ways that
your burger enterprise can fill those.


